**Project Summary**

In order to design a manual for the “Promotion of the Productive Use of Energy” the GTZ supported projects / programme “Rural Infrastructure and Vocational Training in AR Tibet/PR China” was analysed referring to the promotion methods and procedures concerning the use of productive energy. In the case of Afghanistan the GTZ ESRA Programme (Renewable Energy Supply for Rural Areas) was presented in a PURE Afghanistan Module paper. The purpose was to deduce general experiences and procedures for the promotion of productive energy use referring to the experiences made in different countries. (Tibet, PR China and Afghanistan). Different approaches, strategies and procedures were analysed and evaluated.

These country reports and further experiences with PURE in Africa and Asia (CEFE, INSABA, WB) were integrated into a first draft of a GTZ PURE manual for further consideration of GTZ.

**Afghanistan, PR China (A.R. Tibet)**
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German Agency for Technical Cooperation (GTZ)
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12/2009 - 03/2010

**Personnel**

- 2 internat. STE (1,2 PM)
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- Compiling and presenting of country information
- Drafting of PURE manual concept (system approach & structure)
- Advising GTZ in further PURE manual development
- Drafting a first version of PURE manual